OF PLASMIDS in bacteria and their autonomous be

stain purple; those without the plasmid, lacking penicillinase, stain

havior are revealed in a photograph, made by the author, of colonies

orange. The plasmid's replication (but not the host cell's) is temper
ature-sensitive, so that the higher the temperature is, the more. of

PRESENCE
of

Staphylococcus aureus growing on a temperature gradient: from 30

degrees Celsius at the bottom to 40 degrees at the top. Most of the cells

ten cells lacking the plasmid and penicillinase are generated. When a

originaUy plated on the agar contain a plasmid with a gene coding for
penicillinase. Cells that have the plasmid and produce penicillinase

plasmid is lost from a cell, the cell's progeny stain orange rather than
purple, giving rise to colonies with radial purple and orange sectors.
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Plasmids·
These accessory genetic elements in bacteria, best known as carriers

of resistance to antibiotics and as vehicles for genetic engineering,

are actually subcellular organisms poised on the threshold of life

by Richard P. Novick
he living cell is the only natural
environment within which the in
tricate chemistry of life can pro
ceed. As such it is the fundamental unit
of biological organization for multicel
lular organisms as well as for unicellular
ones. It is also an ecological niche occu
pied by a variety of subcellular, submi
croscopic organisms-organisms whose
structures and reproductive dynamics
are so profoundly different from those
of cellular forms that they should prob
ably be assigned to a new taxonomic
kingdom.
The best-known of these curious life
forms are the viruses: elegantly symmet
rical particulate structures composed
essentially of a molecule of nucleic acid
encapsulated in a protein coat. They can
exist outside the cell, but there they are
inert. Once inserted into a cell, however,
their nucleic acid (RNA or DNA) repro
grams the cell's metabolic apparatus to
the service of the virus; the nucleic acid
replicates and is encapsulated, in the
process destroying the cell and releasing
a new crop of virus particles.
There is a less familiar class of subcel
lular organisms: the plasmids, found for
the most part in bacteria. Plasmids are
simpler in organization than viruses.
They have no protein coat and no extra
cellular phase; they are no more than
circular molecules of double-strand
DNA that multiply independently with
in host cells and are inherited in a regu
lar manner as those cells proliferate. For
a time after their discovery about 3 0
years ago plasmids were thought t o be
something of an oddity. Now they are
known to be extremely common. Plas
mids are found in virtually all bacte
rial species; they are probably present
in most individual bacterial cells. They
are not essential to the everyday metab
olism of the host cell, and so it is al
most always possible to isolate a variant
of any plasmid-carrying strain that no
longer has any plasmids. The loss is per
manent: the cell cannot regenerate a
new plasmid but can only acquire it
from another bacterium. The informa
tion encoded in a plasmid (or in any oth
er DNA molecule) can be developed

T

only through the prolonged and tortu
ous process of organic evolution.
Plasmids account for only a small
part of a cell's genome: typically be
tween a fraction of 1 percent and 2 or 3
percent. That small fraction of the cell's
hereditary information, however, codes
for important accessory genetic traits
that are not ordinarily encoded by the
bacterial chromosome. Plasmids alone
carry the information for conjugation,
or "mating," between bacteria. They are
uniquely responsible for several diseas
es of plants and animals. They enable
their bacterial hosts to utilize many
complex substances as nutrients. And
they confer on their host cells the ability
to resist a wide variety of toxic agents,
including antibiotics.
It was the importance of these genetic
traits, and in particular the clinical im
portance of antibiotic resistance, that
first drew the close attention of biolo
gists to plasmids and led to some under
standing of their role in bacterial genet
ics. In the past five years plasmids have
been intensively investigated, dissected
and manipulated for another reason:
they were found to be ideal vehicles for
introducing nonbacterial genes into bac
teria by the techniques of molecular
cloning and thereby purifying and great
ly amplifying the foreign genes. The
molecular cloning of DNA has already
revolutionized genetic analysis and, be
cause the bacteria can sometimes be in
duced to manufacture nonbacterial pro
teins, is the basis of a new "applied ge
netics" with great promise for medicine
and industry.

Plasmids as Organisms
In a broader perspective plasmids are
significant because they force biologists
to reappraise the essential nature of liv
ing things. Plasmids are poised at the
very threshold of life, between the inani
mate and the animate. Are they merely
bits of DNA that are integral parts of
the cell's genome, contributing a little
extra genetic information? Or are they
independently evolving subcellular or
ganisms more or less on a par with the

viruses? The second view is strongly
supported by a number of significant
observations.
In the first place, each plasmid auton
omously controls its own "copy num
ber": the number of replicas of the plas
mid present in a host cell. Moreover,
conjugation between bacterial cells can
lead to the exchange of plasmids be
tween different species, and even genera,
that are quite unable to exchange chro
mosomal genes. Finally and most signif
icant, this exchange can result in the
transfer from one species to a compet
ing species of a plasmid carrying genes
that enable the recipient to survive at the
expense of the donor. In other words,
the plasmids have evolved the ability to
survive regardless of the fate of their
host species-something that would be
inconceivable, within the framework of
evolution through natural selection, for
an element that was merely a compo
nent of a particular organism's genome.
These observations imply that plas
mids are indeed independent organisms,
members of a hierarchy of subcellular
life. Within that hierarchy animal virus
es such as those that cause poliomyeli
tis or yellow fever and bacteriophages,
or bacterial viruses, such as
can be
regarded as predators because they al
ways kill the cells they infect. "Temper
ate" phages and certain animal viruses,
which sometimes kill the host cell but
also sometimes coexist stably within the
cell without apparently harming or ben
efiting it, can be considered subcellular
parasites. Plasmids, then, can be regard
ed as endosymbionts: they exist stably
within the host cell and often perform a
service by supplying the host with adap
tive genetic functions, the quid pro quo
of the symbiotic state.
The notion that naked molecules of
DNA are organisms cannot be squared
with the conventional cell-based con
cept of life. What is common to all living
things is that they respond independent
ly to evolutionary forces and duplicate
their genetic material autonomously.
Any nucleic acid system that controls its
own replication should therefore be re
garded as' an organism. An examination

T4
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of the details of the molecular proces
ses that determine the life cycle of plas
mids should advance understanding' of
the very essence of the living state and
hence illuminate the borderline between
the animate and the inanimate,

The Discovery of Plasmids
In the early 19 50's, soon after the dis
covery of conjugation in the bacterium
Escherichia coli by Joshua Lederberg, it
became clear that there were two genet
ically determined "mating" types and
that genetic information was physically
transferred from a "male," or donor,
type to a "female," or recipient The ge
netic character of "maJeness"-the F
(for fertility) factor-was transferred far
more often than any other trait More
over, the F factor was transferred inde
pendently of any other known donor
genes: it was not "linked" to any of
them, In the case of a eukaryotic cell (a
higher cell with a nucleus and with its
DNA organized in discrete chromo
somes visible under a light microscope)
such a finding would have meant that
the trait was encoded by an extrachro
mosomal gene, Lederberg saw that the F
factor was somehow similar to extra
chromosomal genetic elements in the
cytoplasm of higher organisms, and in
195 2 he coined the word plasmid to re
fer to all such extrachromosomal genet
ic systems, The structural organization
of the genome in bacteria was not well
understood at that time, and so the pre
cise significance of the absence of link
age was not entirely clear,
It was soon clarified, however, by fur-

ther investigation of the F factor. In
19 53 William Hayes, who was then
working at Hammersmith Hospital in
London, discovered that under certain
circumstances the F factor could in fact
become linked to standard markers and
could thereupon bring about their se
quential transfer during conjugation, It
developed that most of the genes of
coli are arrayed along a single contin
uous structure that behaves in formal
genetic terms like a closed loop-the
bacterial analogue of the eukaryotic
chromosome, The F factor is physical
ly attached to this structure at a specific
site; the loop opens at the site of F at
tachment during conjugation and passes
as a linear structure to the recipient celL
It was also observed that the attached F
factor could occasionally become de
tached, sometimes entraining a segment
of the loop near its attachment site, Giv
en a bacterial chromosome, it was now
possible to consider the F factor to be a
specifically extrachromosomal element
that sometimes became integrated into
the chromosome,
At the Pasteur Institute in Paris Fran
<;ois Jacob and Elie
Wollman noted
similarities between the behavior of the
F factor and that of a temperate bacte
rial virus, phage lambda, and another
plasmid, ColE 1 (which encodes a coli
cin, a protein that kills
coli), They
coined a new term, episome, for a genet
ic element that could be replicated in
either of two states: attached to a host
cell chromosome or free in the cyto
plasm,
For a time phage lambda, the F factor,
ColE 1 and one or two other elements

E.

L
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PLASMID HETERODUPLEX is seen in an electron micrograph
made by Marjorie M. Schwesinger in the author's laboratory. Plas
mids pI2S8 and pI6187, identical except that the former carries a

remained the only known episomes,
Then in about 19 59 a remarkable dis
covery was made in Japan in the course
of a study of patients with bacterial dys
entery who did not respond to treatment
with ordinarily efficacious antibiotics,
The causative bacteria, Shigella dysente
riae, contained genes that made them
resistant to several antibiotics at once,
and the resistance genes were trans
ferred to other intestinal bacteria in
much the same way as the F factor [see
"Infectious Drug Resistance," by Tsuto
mu Watanabe;
December, 1967] . These R (for resis
tance) factors, as they came to be called,
had several properties in common with
the F factor, including the ability to pro
mote their own intercell transfer by con
jugation; some have since been shown to
have partial DNA sequences in com
mon with F, Whereas the F factor had
been considered a rather special entity,
genetically very interesting but not nec
essarily widespread, the discovery of R
factors made it suddenly clear that ex
trachromosomal genetic elements were
important components of the bacterial
microcosm, with clinical significance as
well as scientific,
Soon after the discovery of R factors
in the enteric bacteria I found similar
factors in staphylococci. They carried a
gene for an extremely potent enzyme,
penicillin beta-Iactamase (penicillinase),
that broke down penicillin, and they
were responsible for the resistance to
penicillin that was compromising treat
ment of "hospital staph" in many parts
of the world in the early 1960's, The
staphylococcal R factors are apparent-
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plex has one strand from each of the plasm ids. The two strands match
perfectly eJ!:cept for the sequence constituting the transposon. As the
drawing indicates, the two strands therefore form a double-strand

transposon specifying resistance to erythromycin, were denatured

molecule with a single-strand loop: the transposon, which is attached

and the separated strands were allowed to reanneal. The heterodu-

by a short double-strand stem formed by its "inverted repeat" termini.
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ably wide range of biological activities
in bacteria. Appreciation of the role of
plasmids (and of some other extra
chromosomal genetic systems that have
come to light even more recently) has
produced a rather dramatic shift in biol
ogists' thinking about genetics. The tra
ditional view was that the genetic make
up of a species was about the same from
one cell to another and was constant
over long periods of time. Now a signifi
cant proportion of genetic traits, not
only in bacteria but also in higher organ
isms, are known to be variable (present
in some individual cells or strains, ab
sent in others), labile (subject to fre
quent loss or gain) and mobile (transfer
able between individual cells or trans
posable from one site to another in a
cell)-all because those traits are associ
'
ated with plasmids and other atypical
genetic systems.

Iy unable to promote their own transfer
by conjugation. They are transferred
passively by transduction: a process in
which a bit of bacterial DNA is encap
sulated in a phage particle (in place of
the phage's own DNA) and then intro
duced into another cell infected by the
phage. A substantial proportion of the R
factors of enteric bacteria are similarly
unable to promote their own conjuga
tive transfer and rely instead on trans
duction or on mobilization by another,
conjugative plasmid that is present in
the same cell.
By the mid- 1960's it was apparent
that most of the R factors in staphy
lococci and the enteric bacteria (and
ColEI too) were different from the F
factor and lambda in that they remained
extrachromosomal instead of undergo
ing reversible integration into the chro
mosome, and so they did not fit the
restrictive definition of an episome. It
seemed to me the requirement of revers
ible integration made it impossible to
group together a wide range of clearly
related extrachromosomal genetic sys
tems, and in 1963 I suggested that Led
erberg's more general term was more
appropriate; other workers in the field
agreed, and gradually over the next 15
years these mobile extrachromosomal
genetic elements in bacteria came to be
generally known as plasmids rather than
episomes.
Gradually too it became evident that
plasmids are responsible for a remark-
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The Variety of Plasmids
In 1964 Mark Richmond and Eric
Johnston of the National Institute for
Medical Research in England showed
that the staphylococci responsible for an
outbreak of postsurgical "suture line"
infections carried a plasmid enabling
them not only to destroy penicillin but
also to grow in the mercury-based dis
infectant used to sterilize the sutures.
In my laboratory at the Public Health
Research Institute of the City of New
York, Christine Roth and I found that
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our staph plasmids carried genes for re
sistance to penicillin and mercury com
pounds and also to a variety of other
heavy-metal compounds lethal to staph
ylococci: salts of cadmium, bismuth,
lead and antimony and the ions arsenate
and arsenite. Various heavy-metal resis
tance genes have since been found on
some
coli R plasmids.
Many other kinds of specialty genes
are carried by plasmids rather than by
the bacterial chromosome, including the
genes for some human diseases such as
traveler'S diarrhea and staphylococcal
impetigo, for the fermentation of milk
by lactic acid bacteria to produce cheese
and for much of the metabolic versatili
ty of the pseudomonads, soil bacteria
that can degrade a variety of complex
hydrocarbons (and may have appli
cations such as cleaning up oil spills
and converting petroleum into edible
proteins). Plasmids give rise to a curi
ous gas vacuole in salt-loving bacteria;
they are thought to control the synthesis
by Bacillus thuringiensis of an insecti
cide widely applied to control the gypsy
moth and tent worms.
Apart from the rather special nature
of many of their functions, plasmid
genes are not basically different from
other genes. For the most part they en
code proteins that are active enzymes,
and these proteins are synthesized by
the same metabolic machinery-sup
plied by the cell-as other proteins.
The most intensively studied of the
plasmid-derived behaviors has been re
sistance to antibiotics and other sub
stances toxic to bacteria. It was the first
widespread plasmid-carried property to
be encountered; it presents a grave med
ical problem; it is a convenient selective
trait for experiments in bacterial genet
ics and in molecular cloning, and ana
lyzing it sheds light on the origin of plas
mids and on how they accumulate a
variety of genes.

E.

Resistance to Antibiotics

GEL ELECTROPHORESIS reveals the presence of plasm ids in bacteria. Daniel A. Portnoy
and Stanley Falkow of the University of Washington at Seattle prepared cell-free extracts of
seven strains of the bacterium Escherichia coli, eliminated most of the chromosomal DNA
and placed samples in slots at one end of an agarose gel slab. Application of an electric current
caused the negatively charged DNA molecules to migrate toward the positive electrode at a rate
inversely proportional to the logarithm of their size. The DNA, labeled with a fluorescent dye,

is visualized as a set of linear bands. The top band represents material still in the origin wells.
The next band

(top arrow), representing a plasmid responsible for traveler's diarrhea, is com

mon to all samples except No. S-a strain that does not cause the disease. The othet distinct
bands correspond to various plasm ids, some of which specify antibiotic resistance. The faint,
more diffuse bands (bottom arrow) correspond to segments of residual chromosomal DNA.
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At least three different strategies have
evolved by which plasmid-associated
genes resist toxic substances, including
those we know as antibiotics. The sim
plest is outright destruction of the an
tibiotic. This is the case for resistance to
penicillin, chloramphenicol, aminogly
cos ide antibiotics such as streptomycin,
and mercury compounds. Another strat
egy involves blocking access of the toxic
substance to its particular target in the
cell. The macrolide antibiotics, such as
erythromycin, act by binding to the cel
lular organelles called ribosomes and
thereby blocking the synthesis of pro
teins; Bernard Weisblum and his col
leagues at the University of Wisconsin
Medical School have shown that the
plasmid-borne resistance genes attach a
methyl group to the ribosomal RNA
and so prevent the binding of the antibi
otic. Tetracycline is apparently kept out
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SALMONELLA

ESCHERICHIA COLI

of the cell by plasmid-encoded proteins
that modify some specific tr'ansport sys
tem in the cell envelope. Simon D. Sil
ver of Washington University has found
that staphylococcal resistance to the
arsenate ion is the result of an active
pumping process somehow mediated by
P LASMID
plasmid genes; the ions enter the cell
without difficulty but are pumped out
again as fast as they get in.
The third strategy, substitution of a
bypassing process for a process inhibit
ed by the antibacterial agent, provides
J�lra
resistance to the sulfa drugs and tri
methoprim, which act by inhibiting bac
terial enzymes required for the synthesis
of the essential vitamin folic acid. (Hu
man beings, unlike bacteria, are unable
to synthesize the vitamin; they depend
on dietary sources, which provide too
little folic acid to sustain infecting bac
teria.) Plasmid-borne resistance to these
drugs involves the substitution for the
drug-inhibited enzyme of another en
zyme that has the same function but is
insensitive to the inhibition.
Clearly such genetic strategies as
, ;- ------- - - .... "
these could not have developed over
night; they must have arisen in the slow
,,,
,
I
u\
course of organic evolution, and their
I
I
\\1
"I
existence must predate the clinical ap
...
,/
plication of antibiotics by millions of
' .... _---- -- ---_ ... '
years. As a matter of fact an examina
tion of bacteria isolated and stored long
before the antibiotic era, or isolated re
cently in remote places unlikely to have
been exposed to antibiotics, often re
veals the presence of fully developed R
plasmids.
I should make it clear that plasmids
are not the only source of bacterial an
tibiotic-resistance traits. Mutations in
chromosomal genes can also give rise to
BACTERIOPHAGE
such traits, and for several years chro
/
mosomal mutations were mistakenly as
TRA N S DUCTION
sumed to be responsible for clinical anti
biotic resistance. The confusion arose
from laboratory experiments in which
pure strains of bacteria were challenged
by an antibiotic. If a spontaneous muta
tion arose on a bacterial chromosome
and fortuitously enabled a cell to resist
the drug, that cell proliferated as the
other cells died. Such a mechanism
could not, however, explain the natural
ly occurring resistance to several drugs
that appeared simultaneously in bacte
ria infecting a person being treated with
a single antibiotic. Moreover, the resis
tant mutants isolated in laboratory ex
periments were shown to grow poorly in
the absence of the particular antibiotic
GENES FOR RESISTANCE to antibiotics are collected by plasmids and are transferred from
that had selected for them. Chromoso
one bacterial cell to another by various mechanisms, som etimes enabling a plasmid to survive
the death of its host. Here two bacteria are depicted (top): an Escherichia coli cell containing a
mal resistance mutations modify the an
plasmid with genes for transmission by conjugation (tra) and for tetracycline resistance (tet)
tibiotic-sensitive cellular target-say a
and a Salmonella cell with a plasmid carrying a gene for resistance to chloramphenicol (cat).
ribosome or the cell wall-in a way that
The two cells conjugate and the tet-carrying plasmid
transferred to the salmonella, rendering
. reduces its general efficiency; the resis
it resistant to tetracycline as well as to chloramphenicol. In an environment containing both
tant mutants are evolutionary cripples,
antibiotics the E. coli die, but their plasmid survives in the successful host. The tet gene is on a
and unqer natural conditions they rapid
transposon that subsequently moves from one plasmid to the other, which then carries genes
ly die out. Plasmid-determined resis
for resistance to both antibiotics. Finally the double-resistance plasmid may be fl;ansferred
tance traits, in contrast, have evolved
again, by transduction. A bacterial virus infects the salmonella and proliferates, killing the cell;
over time to be exquisitely specific: they
one phage particle incorporates the plasmid instead of viral DNA and transfers it to new cell.
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RESTRICTION ENDONUCLEASES are enzymes that cleave DNA at sites determined by
the sequence of the DNA's compon ent nucleotide bases A,

G, T .and C. Each enzyme (two of

which are illustrated here) recognizes a particular palindromic sequence of base pairs and cuts
each DNA strand between specific bases of that sequence. If the sites are offset from each oth
er as in the case of EeaRI

(left), the cleavage yields fragments with complem entary, overlap

ping single-strand ends. Such "sticky end" fragments join readily with other fragments generat
ed by sam e enzyme and are particularly suitable for making new combinations of fragments.

protect the antibiotic's target in the cell
without significantly reducing the cell's
general adaptivity. That is the key to
their success.
Evolution of Plasmids
How and why did the resistance genes
of plasmids evolve? Julian E. Davies
of the University of Wisconsin, noting
that antibiotics are manufactured by
bacteria and fungi, has suggested that
the same microorganisms evolved resis
tance genes to protect themselves from
their own products. He and his co-work
ers have shown that Bacillus circulans.
which produces the aminoglycoside an-

tibiotic butirosin, synthesizes an enzyme
that inactivates butirosin and several
other aminoglycosides, including neo
mycin. The gene specifying the enzyme
can be transferred to
coli by recombi
nant-DNA techniques, rendering the
coli resistant to neomycin.
In my own view there is an addition
al possibility. Antibiotics are manufac
tured by organisms in the soil, which
also contains traces of toxic heavy met
als. The presence of these compounds in
the soil (even at low concentrations)
could have evoked the evolution of
resistance genes among sensitive soil
bacteria, as primary plasmid genes or
as chromosomal genes that were later
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PLASMID I S CLEAYED b y different restriction enzymes a t sites peculiar t o each enzyme,
yielding a set of fragments

(a). The length of those fragments (and thus the cleavage sites for the

enzyme) can be determined by gel electrophoresis. After migration through the gel the'DNA is
dyed, revealing a pattern of bands (b), each one composed of fragments of the same size. The
distance of each band from the origin gives the size of the fragments making up that band.
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transferred to plasmids. In either case
the genes would have made their way to
nonsoil bacteria that cause infections in
animals.
This view is supported by the fact that
although penicillin is manufactured by
fungi (which are eukaryotes, not bacte
ria), many nonpathogenic soil bacteria
synthesize a penicillinase similar to the
enzyme responsible for penicillin resis
tance in pathogenic animal bacteria.
Plasmids specifying penicillinase have
been found in staphylococcus strains
isolated before the discovery of penicil
lin. And plasmids specifying resistance
to tetracycline have been found in sev
eral species of soil bacteria. In my labo
ratory June Polak has shown that one
such plasmid can be. transferred to
Staphylococcus aureus. which thereupon
becomes resistant to tetracycline; the
plasmid is almost identical with a plas
mid that is native to staphylococci and
specifies resistance to kanamycin. The
implication of this soil-bacteria hypoth
esis is that the large-scale application
of antibiotics in medicine and agricul
ture has disrupted a very old ecosystem
in which a balance had been achieved
between producers of antibiotics and
target organisms with resistance genes.
When R plasmids were first discov
ered, they commonly carried one or two
resistance traits. Today it is not uncom
mon to find a plasmid carrying genes for
resistance to as many as 10 antibiotics.
The rather frightening clinical implica
tion of this accumulation of resistance
genes is that treating a patient with a
single drug can promote the selection of
an organism resistant to everything in
sight, Analysis of this phenomenon has
revealed another astonishing property
of plasmids and related genetic systems:
genetic transposition.
At first it was assumed, by analogy
with the F factor's behavior, that chro
mosomal mutations specifying resis
tance had been "picked up" by R plas
mids temporarily integrated into the
chromosome, which later emerged en
training a segment of chromosomal
DNA. It was impossible, however, to
find DNA sequences on plasmids that
matched sequences on their host-cell
chromosomes, as would have been ex
pected if the plasmids had picked up sig
nificant amounts of the chromosomal
DNA. Moreover, if the plasmids could
routinely acquire chromosomal genes,
how had they apparently been able to
choose only resistance genes? Even if
some selective force was responsible,
surely some sequences on each side of
the resistance genes would have been
picked up. Actually, as it has turned out,
many R plasmids do not insert them
selves into the chromosome in the man
ner of F factors.
The real answer to multiple antibiotic
resistance came only in
first from
Alan E. Jacob and Robert W. Hedges

1974,

of the University of London Royal
Postgraduate Medical School and then
quickly from at least five other investi
gative groups. The resistance genes in
question, it developed, were on novel ge
netic elements that can transfer them
selves bodily from one genetic location
to another in a cell; they do so with
out benefit of the enzymes that medi
ate more typical recombination mecha
nisms and without any need for the
matching DNA base sequences required
by those mechanisms. These new genet
ic elements, known as transposons, are
responsible not only for the accumula
tion by plasmids of multiple resistance
genes but also for gross genetic rear
rangements in bacteria and apparently
in eukaryotes too [see "Transposable
Genetic Elements," by Stanley N. Co
hen and James A. Shapiro;
February]. Probably the
prevalence of resistance genes on the
transposons discovered so far will turn
out to have the same basis as the preva
lence of R plasmids themselves: the rad-
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ical change in the processes of evolution
brollght about by the wholesale dissemi
nation of antibiotics.

The Structure of Plasmids
Plasmid genes seem to be arranged so
as to ensure hereditary stability and at
the same time allow great structural
flexibility. Unlike viruses, plasmids can
acquire new genes and grossly rearrange
old ones to maintain a store of genetic
information consistent with the needs of
their current host organism-all without
compromising their own replicative effi
ciency. To appreciate the plasmid's ge
netic strategy one needs to know a little
about the experimental analysis that has
revealed it.
Plasmids do not readily yield their
organizational secrets to the mapping
techniques that have revealed the struc
ture and function of genetic systems in
animals, plants and even viruses. Those
techniques are based on tracking gene
mutations in genetic crossing experi-
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ments. In plasmids it is hard to isolate
mutations affecting replication func
tions, and the analysis of genetic recom
bination is discouragingly complex.
Plasmids have, however, -turned out to
be well suited to some recently devel
oped techniques of molecular genetics,
in particular the application of gel elec
trophoresis to the analysis of DNA and
the dissection and cloning of DNA se
quences with enzymes, known as restric
tion endonucleases, that are synthesized
by bacteria.
A plasmid, like most other DNA mol
ecules, is a double helix each strand of
which is a linear array of the four nu
cleotide bases adenine
guanine (G),
thymine ( T) and cytosine ( C). The se
quence of bases on one chain is comple
mentary to the sequence on the other
chain: always pairs with T and G pairs
with
Each restriction enzyme recog
nizes a specific short sequence of bases
and cleaves DNA at a particular site
within that sequence wherever it may be
in any DNA molecule. Given a large

4

3

FOR MAPPING plasmid pUSS are obtained by cleaving the

plasmid and variants of it with restriction enzymes and analyzing the
fragments by gel electrophoresis. The plasmids are shown in the top
row with cleavage sites indicated; the cleavage products are shown in

is

the next row. Below each set of fragments
a schematic representa
tion of the track on a gel that establishes the size of each fragment.
Track No. 1 shows that enzyme EcoRi cuts the plasmid into four

C

fragments, A, B,
and D, that are respectively about 13, seven, six
and two kilobases (thousands of base pairs) long. The sequence of the
fragments around the loop is determined by "partial digestion," in
which not all the plasmid molecules are completely cleaved. The pres-

5

6

C and D (but
not any combining B and D) establishes the sequence:A, B, C, D. To make

ence in track No. 2 of uncleaved fragments comprising

smaller fragments for detailed mapping the mixture of fragments can
be treated with another enzyme. Track No. 3, for example, shows that
enzyme BamHI cuts D into two pieces, establishing the location of the
single site of BamHI cleavage on this plasmid. Track No. 4 is for a
plasmid in which a deletion mutation has disrupted a sequence en
coding penicillinase; the penicillinase gene must lie at least partly in
B, because the B band is now smaller (it travels farther). In track No.
a different deletion (eliminating resistance to arsenate and arsenite

S

ions) has joined fragments A and B, confirming the adjacency of A
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collection of identical DNA molecules,
such as a pure sample of plasmid DNA,
each molecule will be cut by a particular
endonuclease at precisely the same sites,
yielding as many subsets of identical
molecular fragments as there are cleav
age sites on the original molecule. These
subsets of fragments can be convenient
ly separated from one another accord
ing to size (or molecular length) by gel
electrophoresis. The cleaved DNA is
placed in a rectangular slot near one end
of a slab of gel; an electric current is
applied and the DNA molecules mi
grate through the gel toward the positive
electrode at a rate inversely proportion
al to the logarithm of their molecular
length. Each subset of identical frag
ments forms a narrow horizontal band
whose position can be visualized by
soaking the gel in a fluorescent dye such
as ethidium bromide (which binds to
DNA) and photographing it under ul
traviolet radiation.
By dissecting a plasmid with several
restriction enzymes, separately and
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and
and locating the resistance genes at or
near the
junction. A transposon carry

A-B

ing erythromycin resistance has heen delet
ed in the plasmid of track No. 6; it must have

A

A

been in
because the
band now travels far
ther. Two secondary insertions of the transpos
on, one in fragment

C

D

(track No. 7) and the

other in fragment
(track No. 8), both abol
ish resistance to mercury disinfectants. The
gene responsible for that resistance must there
fore he partly in fragm ent D and partly in

C.
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combination, one can generate various
sets of fragments that can be pieced to
gether to form a fragmentation map.
The location of the plasmid's genes can
be determined in several ways, including
the analysis of plasmids with structural
ly identifiable mutations such as dele
tions and insertions. Some idea of the
procedure can be gained by considering
the first steps in the analysis of the staph
ylococcal R plasmid p12 5 8, which has
an overall length of some 2 8,000 base
pairs and carries genes for resistance to
erythromycin and penicillin and to a
number of toxic metal compounds.
The plasmid is first cleaved, by the
restriction enzyme EcoRI, into four
fragments, which track No. 1 of the gel
shows to be respectively about 13 , sev
en, six and two kilobase pairs (thou
sands of base pairs) long [see illustration
on preceding two pages] . The actual se
quence of those fragments around the
circle is determined by a "partial diges
tion," shown in track No. 2. The sites at
which other enzymes cut the plasmid
can be determined by a large number of
experiments such as the one shown in
track No. 3 . The remaining tracks show
the fragments obtained when derivative
plasmids are dissected from which seg
ments bearing known traits have been
deleted or into which a transposon has
been inserted. Examination of a plasmid
with a deletion affecting a particular
gene shows which segment has been
shortened by the deletion, thereby locat
ing the deleted gene. The insertion of a
transposon lengthens a fragment and
disrupts the function of any gene into
which it is inserted, thus pinpointing the
site of the inactivated gene.
By examining only these few physical
rearrangements of the plasmid DNA
one can get a great deal of information
about the structure and genetic organi
zation of the plasmid. By combining the
results of a larger number of electropho
resis experiments with the direct deter
mination of a plasmid's entire base se
quence (which has been accomplished
only for much smaller plasmids) one
can hope to obtain the detailed informa
tion needed for a complete understand
ing of the plasmid as a genetic entity.

Plasmid Autonomy
Since plasmids represent the ultimate
stage of symbiosis, being dependent on
the host cell for all life-support systems
except the "autonomy functions" (those
that are most intimately linked with its
claim to being an organism and that
serve to define its individuality), the
identification and analysis of those func
tions reveal the minimal essential com
ponents of the living state. Put another
way, every plasmid must contain in its
genome a solution to the problem of
how a nonessential genetic syste m can
be stably inherited and how it can con
trol its own replication and the distribu-
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tion of its copies so that a constant rela
tionship with its host is maintained.
What are those solutions?
The basic theoretical foundation for
considering this question was developed
in 1963 by Jacob, Sydney Brenner and
Fran<;ois Cuzin. They proposed that
for any given "replicon," or replication
unit, whether it is a bacterial chromo
some, a segment of a eukaryotic chro
mosome, a virus, a plasmid or some oth
er form, replication begins at a specific
point (the origin) and proceeds in a se
quential and linear manner to another
specific point (the terminus), where it
stops; an "initiator" substance, encoded
by the replicon itself, acts at the origin to
trigger replication. They proposed that
in bacteria all autonomous replicons are
permanently attached to the inner sur
face of the cell membrane at a site near
the cell's equatorial plane; the attach
ment is essential for replication and for
partitioning, or copy distribution. At a
particular stage of the cell cycle, then, a
new attachment site would be formed
for each replicon on the side of the equa
torial plane opposite the existing site,
triggering a replication cycle during
which the newly synthesized DNA mol
ecule would become attached to the new
site. The growth of a division septum
along the equatorial plane would allot
one of the two DNA molecules to each
daughter cell. This brilliant theoretical
synthesis, years ahead of its time and
formulated on the basis of scanty evi
dence, has served to guide virtually all
research on the control of bacterial rep
lication and on the genetics of plasmid
autonomy.
The theory predicted that very few ge
netic functions-only a small part of any
plasmid-would be required for autono
my. This was confirmed by the isolation
of derivative plasmids from which large
segments of DNA had been deleted but
that were still viable. In a study of de
letions affecting the staphylococcal R
plasmid pl2 5 8 I found that as much as
two-third& of the plasmid could be delet
ed without affecting the plasmid's au
tonomy functions. No other type of ge
nome can survive deletions nearly as
large as that. More important, there was
a small "forbidden" region of the viable
plasmids that was never affected by de
letions and that turned out to carry all
the autonomy functions; deletion of any
part of this region destroyed the plas
mid's viability.
Similar results have been obtained
for many other plasmids, and it is now
well established that plasmid autonomy
genes are clustered in what Ken-ichi
Matsubara of Osaka University has
termed a "replication drive unit." In
when my experiments were com
pleted, molecular techniques had not
yet advanced to the stage allowing pre
cise determination of the size of the rep
lication drive unit. More recently it has
been found that the unit cannot be larger

1966,

than about 3 ,000 base pairs, or just over
a tenth of the pI2 5 8 plasmid.
Recent molecular-cloning experi
ments have defined more precisely the
replication drive units of several
coli
plasmids. In these experiments a plas
mid is digested with a restriction enzyme
and the collection of fragments is mixed
with a nonreplicating "selector" seg
ment of DNA generated by the same

E.

endonuclease and containing a known
marker gene. Since all the fragments
are cleaved from DNA by the same
enzyme, they have matching and sym
metrical unpaired bases at their ends
("sticky ends") and can therefore com
bine with one another, in any number,
order and relative orientation, by base
pairing. When the mixture is treated
with the enzyme DNA ligase, the base-

paired fragments form new, scrambled
plasmids: random rearrangements of
the original plasmid. When these are in
troduced into recipient cells, only those
that contain the region or regions re
quired for autonomous replication are
able to replicate and only those that also
contain the selector can be recovered.
Treatment with the original endonucle
ase shows which of the original frag-
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4

ments are present and analysis with a
secohd endonuclease establishes their
sequence and relative orientations.
If all replication-function genes are
contained within a single original frag
ment, then that fragment is always
found to be present in viable new plas
mids. Kenneth N . Timmis, Felipe Ca
bello and Stanley N . Cohen of the Stan
ford University School of Medicine
found that to be the case for two large
coli plasmids, F and R6. In both cases a
single fragment about a tenth as long as
the original plasmid was found to con
tain the entire replication drive unit and
thus to ensure autonomous replication
in the same way as the full original plas
mid. Further reduction in size of the de
rivative plasmids indicated that a DNA
segment of no more than 2,000 base
pairs encompasses the entire replica
tion drive unit of plasmids more than
50 times as long.
If two fragments each contain inde
pendently necessary replication func
tions, both are always found to be pres
ent in the new plasmids, without con
straint on their relative location. If a
restriction-enzyme site falls within the
confines of a required gene, again two of
the original fragments are always recov
ered from the new plasmids, but in this
case they are always adjacent and in the
same orientation as in the original.

E.

Replication Drive Unit
Four elements of a typical replication
drive unit have so far been defined ex
perimentally: the origin (the site of ini
tiation of replication), the initiator sub
stance, the genetic functions controlling
copy number and those that ensure par
titioning, or the distribution of replicas
to daughter cells. The central element of
the autonomy system is the replication
origin, a unique sequence of bases with-

FRAGMENT-SCRAMBLING experiment
defines tbe region responsible for plasmid an
tonomy functions. A plasmid

is diagrammed

(top) to indicate tbe sites at wbicb bypotbetical
restriction enzymes R 1 (colored symbols) and
R2 (gray symbols) cleave it. Tbe plasmid is
first digested witb R 1 and tbe fragments
E), m ixed witb a "selector" fragment
bav

(5)

(A

ing matcbing ends, are ligated to make a vari
ety of new plasm ids, wbicb are cloned in bac
teria. Viable plasm ids (tbose containing tbe
autonomy functions) replicate in tbe bacteria
and can be recovered

if tbey also contain tbe

selector. Digestion of tbe scrambled plasmids
witb

R 1 reveals tbat eacb contains a different

set of fragments, but all of tbem bave tbe se
lector and also fragments

A and D; tbe last

two must between tbem contain all autonomy
functions. Dissection of tbe original plasmid
witb enzyme R 2 yields a different group of frag

m ents, L, M, Nand 0; scrambled plasmids yield
M and variety of new fragments. Because only
M is always present in viable plasmids it must

include autonomy functions; its constant pres
ence sbows A and D are adj acent and in sam e
relative orientation in all viable scrambles.

in which the actual "start site" for each
replication cycle is situated. A replica
tion origin is defined functionally as the
smallest DNA sequence that can serve
as the start of a replication cycle.
An extension of the fragment-scram
bling experiment makes it possible to
isolate the origin sequence. As before,
one ligates a mixture of restriction-en
zyme fragments with a selector. Now,
however, the new plasmids are intro
duced into a specially engineered bacte
rial strain. It contains a second, unrelat
ed plasmid to which has been attached a
fragment of the first one that is known to
encode whatever diffusible substances,
such as the initiator protein, are neces
sary for its replication. As before, the
experiment pinpoints a fragment whose
presence is required if a scrambled plas
mid is to be viable. In this case, however,
the required fragment need not include
the entire replication drive unit because
the diffusible substances encoded by
that unit will have been supplied by the
complementary plasmid already pres
ent in the recipient cells. Therefore any
fragment that is always present in viable
new plasm ids must specifically contain
the DNA that constitutes the origin se
quence. In this way Donald R. Helinski
of the University of California at San
Diego and his colleagues isolated the or
igins of th e
coli plasmids R6K and
RK2, and similar methods have been
applied to isolate the origins of other
plasmids.
In each c ase the origin region has been
found to be several hundred base pairs
long. Within that region the synthesis of
a new DNA chain always begins at es
sentially the same base pair. The rest of
the origin region presumably contains
specific sequences to which various pro
teins (and perhaps other large mole
cules) adhere to influence the initiation
process. For example, it now appears
that the first step in the replication of
plasmid (and other) DNA is the travers
al of the origin sequence by the enzyme
RNA polymerase. This interaction not
only synthesizes an RNA chain that
primes the replication of the DNA but
also separates the two DNA strands,
perhaps allowing intrastrand loops to
form; these loops may attract the en
zymes and other proteins involved in the
actual biosynthesis of new DNA.
The first hint of the existence of plas
mid genes required for replication came
when J acob, Brenner and Cuzin isolated
F-plasmid mutants that were unstable at
high temperatures, apparently because
they were defective in replication. We
isolated similar mutants of various
staphylococcal plasmids that we could
show were indeed unable to replicate at
an elevated temperature at which the
host cells grew perfectly well [see illus
tration on page 102]. These plasmids were
enabled to replicate when they were
complemented by other copies of the
same plasmid carrying the nonmutant

E.

allele (variant) of the temperature-sensi
tive gene. This meant the mutant gene
encoded a diffusible protein (generally
assumed to be the initiator) that was
supplied by the nonmutant plasmid. The
mutants were not enabled to replicate
by a different but closely related plas
mid, establishing the high degree of
specificity of this protein-DNA reaction
and fulfilling the prediction of a specific
initiator for each replicon. Manabu Inu
zuka and Helinski have demonstrated
that such a protein, encoded by plasmid
R6K, is required for replication of the
plasmid in cell-free extracts of
coli.
At first it was assumed that there
would be found to be as many copies of
a particular plasmid in a cell as there
were chromosomes, with plasmid repli
cation coupled to and regulated by chro
mosomal replication. That is not the
case. In the plasm ids studied to date
there appears to be a continuum of copy
numbers from one or two per cell to
more than
in general the larger
the plasmid, the smaller its copy num
ber. And plasmid replication is general
ly regulated independently of chromo
some replication. Since different plas
mids present in the same host can have
very different copy numbers, the copy
number must be determined by a plas
mid-encoded regulatory system. The
first such system was discovered in 1972
by Kurt Nordstrom, now of Odense
University in Denmark, for the
coli
plasmid R l , and similar systems have
been revealed for other plasmids, in
staphylococci as well as in
coli. In R l ,
at least, copy number appears to be con
trolled by a protein or proteins inhibit
ing replication, fulfilling a 196 8 predic
tion by Robert H. Pritchard, Peter T.
Barth and John F. Collins of the Univer
sity of Leicester that replication is con
trolled negatively, that is, by a repressor.
When in the course of the cell cycle do
plasmids replicate, and what determines
the sequence in which particular copies
of a given plasmid will replicate? There
might possibly be a precise moment
when all plasmid molecules replicate
in synchrony, but there are indications
that the replication events are instead
random ones, distributed throughout
the cell cycle. An elegant experiment re
ported in 1967 by Robert H. Rownd of
Wisconsin showed that all the copies of
a particular plasmid act as members of a
homogeneous pool, with copies chosen
for replication by random selection
without respect to their recent replica
tion history: the regulatory system does
not discriminate between "new" and
"old" DNA. Other workers have shown
that plasmids replicate throughout the
cell cycle. One simple interpretation of
these observations is that at any con
stant host-cell growth rate there is a cor
responding constant concentration of a
repressor that fixes the probability of
plasmid replication in any time period.
How two elements, a positive initiator

E.
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and a negative repressor, might interact
to regulate the rate of replication is not
yet clear. It is probably different in dif
ferent systems. A repressor could con
trol either the rate of synthesis of the
initiator protein, the rate at which the
initiator interacts with the origin or the
frequency with which the origin region
is transcribed by RNA polymerase. Any
such copy-control mechanism is quite
different from the one predicted by Ja
cob, Brenner and Cuzin, which formally
implies the presence of only a positive
regulatory element, consisting of a lim
ited number of structural sites to which
a replicon must attach to be replicated.
Partition
Jacob, Brenner and Cuzin recognized
that if a nonessential genetic element
present in a limited number of copies in
each cell was to maintain its hereditary
stability, there would have to be a mech
anism to ensure the equal distribution
(partition) of the copies of the element
among daughter cells. Such a mecha
nism has not yet been clearly identified,
but the first direct evidence that there is
one came from a study in our laboratory
of the plasmid mutants that have a tem
perature-sensitive initiator. As the host
cells divide at the elevated temperature
the plasm ids originally present in them
are not destroyed, but neither are they
replicated; they are assorted among the
dividing cells until no cell has more than
one plasmid.
We did a statistical analysis of this

assortment in the case of two different
plasm ids, one with an average copy
number between two and three and the
other with about 30 copies per cell. In
both cases the copies originally present
were divided approximately in half at
each generation until there was one
copy per cell. Thereafter at each cell di
vision one daughter cell had a single
plasmid and the other cell had none. We
concluded that at least these two plas
mids do contain a specific equipartition
mechanism. Here again the mechanism
is likely to have at least two compo
nents, an effector molecule and a recog
nition site, and the cell envelope is prob
ably involved.
Nordstrom and Rownd independent
ly have recently found that when a par
ticular segment of an R plasmid is ex
cised by recombinant-DNA techniques,
the plasmid becomes unstable and is in
herited in an apparently random way;
the tentative interpretation is that the
deleted segment must be implicated
in equipartition. In collaboration with
Carmen Sanchez-Rivas of the Univer
sity of Paris we have studied plasmids
in staphylococcal protoplasts: bacteria
from which the tough cell wall has been
removed, leaving only the thin cell
membrane. When staphylococcal proto
plasts regenerate a cell wall, many of the
regenerated cells fail to inherit plasmids
that were originally present. The plas
mid DNA is not physically expelled
from the protoplasts and it can replicate
normally, and so the failure to inherit
must be related to a series of cell divi-

sions that take place during cell-wall re
generation. Because the normal location
of the plane of division is determined by
the cell wall these divisions are abnor
mal, often resulting in "cells" without a
chromosome (which of course cannot
survive) or cells without any plasmid.
This result implies that the intact cell
wall is intimately involved in the coordi
nation of division and partitioning, in
keeping with the theory of Jacob, Bren
ner and Cuzin. The theory, however,
specified that after replication the two
copies of a replicon are automatical
ly separated, one to each daughter cell.
It is now clear that this cannot be true
for plasm ids because of a phenomenon,
unique to plasmids, known as incom
patibility.
Incompatibility
Pairs of closely related plasm ids us u
ally cannot be stably maintained togeth
er in a single cell line : they are "incom
patible." It may be possible to develop a
line containing two such plasm ids, but it
is difficult to keep them both present. As
the cells proliferate, subclones with only
one or the other of the two plasmids
are continually generated; the culture
approaches, asymptotically, a state in
which it consists of two pure sublines,
one for each of the original plasmids.
Frank C. Hoppensteadt of the Universi
ty of Utah and I have shown, by statisti
cal analysis of experiments done in our
laboratory and in Nordstrom's, that the
process is clearly stochastic: the results
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can be interpreted as the net effect of
rand'om replication and random assort
ment. Two incompatible plasmids and
B in the same cell form a common pool
from which individual copies are chosen
at random for replication until the total
number has doubled; then they are again
chosen at random for partitioning, with
half of the total going to each daughter
cell. The relative numbers of
and B
will therefore vary from cell to cell in a
mathematically predictable way, even
though the sum of and B remains con
stant. Since the two plasmids have simi
lar or identical replication drive units,
they are not recognized as being differ
ent by the plasmid and cellular systems
that regulate replication and partition
ing. And so the disproportions persist,
giving rise (at a predictable rate deter
mined by the overall copy number) to
progeny cells having only
or only B.
In contrast to plasmids with similar or
identical drive units, pairs of unrelated
plasmids can be maintained together in
a cell and are regarded as being compat
ible; naturally occurring bacteria are
quite commonly observed to have as
many as seven or eight different plas
mids. The contrast between compatibili-
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ty and incompatibility indicates a high
degree of specificity in the interactions
between cells and plasmids. There must
be specific gene loci on a plasmid that
are responsible for the differing be
havior of compatible and incompatible
plasmids. Perhaps plasmid partition is
specific for each incompatibility type,
in that any two incompatible plasmids
share the same partition apparatus. In
that case there must be at least as many
different partition systems as there are
different groups of mutually incompati
ble plasmids, and a substantial number
of such incompatibility groups have al
ready been identified in several bacteri
al species. All of this suggests that the
specificity of the partition system is de
termined solely by the plasmid.
Consideration of plasmid partition
and incompatibility bears directly on
the essence of the symbiotic state. For
, most of its needs a subcellular endosym
biont presumably exploits a host struc
ture, metabolic pathway or other func
tion for the same purpose as the host
itself does. For example, a plasmid pre
sumably depends on a host RNA poly
merase to transcribe its DNA and on
host DNA polymerases for DNA repli-

cation and repair. Alternatively a sub
cellular organism can subvert a host
function to serve a need peculiar to it
self. For example, the system whereby a
bacterial cell transports the sugar mal
tose across its membrane is exploited by
bacteriophage lambda for a very differ
ent purpose: as its site of attachment to
the wall of a cell it is infecting. In other
cases, such as the control of copy num
ber, there is presumably no appropriate
cellular function to be exploited, and the
plasmid itself apparently encodes what
ever control molecules are required.
What about partition, where a variety
of plasmids must each be able indepen
dently to develop a specific structural
interaction with the host cell? I would
suggest that each plasmid may have
"learned" to attach itself to a different
structure in the cell (perhaps on the in
terior of the cell membrane or even,
as suggested by Bruce C. Kline of the
M ayo Clinic, on the chromosome itself)
by evolving a protein that binds to a spe
cific site. If this notion is correct, the
isolation and study of such systems
should help to clarify the special kind of
symbiosis at the molecular level that is
the hallmark of the plasmid way of life.
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REPLICATION AND PARTITION of compatible plasmids (a) are
contrasted with the sam e processes in incom patible plasmids (b). Un

division. Closely related plasmids are "incompatible." One or tbe oth
er is chosen at random for replication (middle columns) and at cell

related plasm ids are "compatible" and can be maintained together in
a cell. They may replicate at different stages of the cell cycle, but

division they are randomly assorted

both types r!,plicate and the copies are assorted equally during cell

(right), that is, sister plasmid cop

ies are not always separated from each other. The result is that cell
lines lacking either one plasmid or the other are inevitably produced.
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